Runtal QUARUS
runtal Design Studio

Runtal QUARUS. By name, by nature: With
its right-angled configuration of horizontal and
vertical square pipes, the RUNTAL QUARUS bathroom radiator is one of a kind. Featuring a pareddown design that makes a bold statement and
uncompromising functionality, it heats up quickly
and efficiently. The radiator is equipped with practical recesses for hanging up and warming bath
towels, and with its top-quality craftsmanship,
you’ll want to run your fingers over it day after
day in sheer appreciation. RUNTAL QUARUS.
It’s heating squared.

runtal QUARUS Runtal Design studio
Runtal has been combining engineering expertise with architectural
flair since 1953. The tradition of technical innovation and functional
design is actively nurtured and developed by the Runtal Design
Studio (RDS).
RDS holds in trust the creative heritage of the company’s founders, Egon Runte and Jürg Altherr, defines the modern language of
form of the Runtal brand, and is responsible for all design developments. It also collaborates with renowned international designers,
commissioning feasibility studies and designs for new heating products. In addition, it examines technical and design proposals to
evaluate their practicality, market potential and suitability for the
brand.
By developing new materials and finishes, RDS creates innovative
and practical solutions that enable sustainable use of energy and
water. This is what gives innovative Runtal radiators their unique
language of form.
This creative process produces simple, refined and efficient designs
that employ the very best craftsmanship and materials. Swiss design, which first came to international prominence in the 1950s, is
currently experiencing a renaissance, and is rightly considered a
classic tradition.
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Product description
All RUNTAL QUARUS elements feature a square
cross-section. The horizontal heating tubes are 25
mm thick and run into the 30 mm-thick manifolds
at the sides. Depending on the design concerned,
up to four recesses are provided for hanging up
and drying bath towels. RUNTAL QUARUS is designed to be connected to the central heating and
can also be equipped for dual energy or electric
only operation by means of an optional immersion
heater. It is available in six different sizes and with
a chrome-plated, ground stainless steel or powdercoated finish in all colours of the Runtal colour
chart.

Technical data
Name
QR, QRC, QRI, QRM, QRMC,
QRMI, QRE, QREC, QREI
Height
803/1251/1507/1827 mm
Width
450/550 mm
Connections
For central heating 4 connections
½" at bottom, flow/return bottom
opposite ends or 50 mm central,
air vent at back
Valves	See Accessories price list
Colour 	Chrome-plated/ ground stainless
steel or powder-coated available
in all colours of the Runtal colour
chart
Heat output
206-851 Watt
300/500/600/750 Watt
(electric only)
Standard

Runtal Quarus 212 INT-EN 03/12. As part of our endeavour to continually improve our products, Runtal reserves the right to make modifications without prior notice.
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